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Abstract:•
(US5722811)
A method of separation from a stack of sheets a block of
predetermined number of sheets, the method including retaining
the stack so that a portion of one edge of each consecutive
foremost sheet is free to bend away from the stack, directing a
plane of air flow sequentially on to the foremost surfaces of a
predetermined number of foremost sheets to bend at least a
portion of the free edge of each of the predetermined number of
foremost sheets away from the stack, separating the bent
predetermined number of foremost sheets into a block and
removing the block from the remaining sheets in the stack.
Preferably, the plane of the air flow intersects the plane of the
sheets in the stack in the range of 5 DEG -10 DEG . The plane
of the air flow can be directed to bend the free edge or just the
corners of sheets in the block to be separated. In one example,
the stack foremost end is inclined downward and the air flow is
directed upward.
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Abstract:•
(EP1121315)
A method of and apparatus for separation from a stack of
sheets a block of a predetermined number of sheets, the
method including moving the stack in a forward direction,
directing an air stream across one corner of the forward portion
of the stack to spread the corners apart, sensing and counting
the number of spread sheet corners that pass a predetermined
location, and separating the group of sheets from the remainder
of the stack when the sensed and counted sheets reach a
predetermined number. Further directing a thin plane of air
toward the corner and center of the sheets at said location to
cause a greater space between the sheets in the group and the
next sheet in the stack. Also, vacuum nozzles are provided to
remove unwanted air from above and below the stack and
group. With the group so formed, separation includes imparting
lateral force on the group edges. (From US5984622 A)
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